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The Agile Success Model: A Mixed Methods Study of a
Large-Scale Agile Transformation

DANIEL RUSSO, Aalborg University

Organizations are increasingly adopting Agile frameworks for their internal software development. Cost
reduction, rapid deployment, requirements and mental model alignment are typical reasons for an Agile
transformation. This paper presents an in-depth field study of a large-scale Agile transformation in a mission-
critical environment, where stakeholders’ commitment was a critical success factor. The goal of such a
transformation was to implement mission-oriented features, reducing costs and time to operate in critical
scenarios. The project lasted several years and involved over 40 professionals. We report how a hierarchical and
plan-driven organization exploited Agile methods to develop a Command & Control (C2) system. Accordingly,
we first abstract our experience, inducing a success model of general use for other comparable organizations
by performing a post-mortem study. The goal of the inductive research process was to identify critical success
factors and their relations. Finally, we validated and generalized our model through Partial Least Squares -
Structural Equation Modelling, surveying 200 software engineers involved in similar projects. We conclude
the paper with data-driven recommendations concerning the management of Agile projects.

CCS Concepts: • Social and professional topics→ Project and people management; Software manage-
ment; Sustainability; • Software and its engineering→ Agile software development.
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1 INTRODUCTION
It is increasingly common to observe software-intensive organizations shift from a plan-based
development process to an Agile one to improve efficiency and quality [67], shorten time-to-market,
and enhance customer focus [89]. However, organizations might face plenty of external drivers to
shift their software development paradigms, such as cost or risk reduction, or enhance productivity
and team morale [132]. Most of these motivations are also shared by mission-critical organizations,
which deploy software on critical systems that can not fail [72].

Although an increasing number of organizations are undergoing an Agile transformation [55],
it has been poorly reported with sufficient academic rigor. As a literature review recently high-
lighted, the vast majority of the relevant material (90%) about large-scale transformations are not
peer-reviewed experience or industry reports and do not directly focus on the transformation
process [22]. Generally speaking, there is the awareness of our scholarly community that more
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academic primary studies on large-scale Agile transformation are needed to understand such a
widespread phenomenon better [51]. Some scholars addressed this call by providing case studies
of large software companies, such as Erickson [84] or financial corporations [96]. However, none
of the previous research focused on mission-critical software components. Moreover, from an
epistemic perspective, those papers are only carried out in natural research settings (they are
case studies), which is an excellent approach to provide theoretical understandings of a realistic
phenomenon [121]. Nonetheless, researchers did not use so far neutral research settings (i.e., sample
studies) to investigate the phenomenon, with the specific purpose of generalizing the findings.
Therefore, the aim of this paper is twofold. First, it addresses the call by Dikert et al. to provide more
extensive scholarly knowledge about large-scale Agile transformation phenomena by proposing a
theory. Furthermore, through a sample study, it validates the induced theory by generalizing the
proposed theoretical model.
Through a post-mortem investigation, this article reports a large-scale Agile transformation

within a governmental agency (from now on addressed as Agency), which lasted three years and
involved several stakeholders from most of the Agency’s departments in addition to the core
development teams. The scope of the project was to develop an advanced Command & Control
System. Through a Mixed-Methods approach, we performed a field study to gather and organize
data into critical success factors which relate to the others. Thereafter, we surveyed a screened
sample of 190 software engineers who have participated in large-scale Agile projects to generalize
the model through Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Modelling. This paper makes the
following contributions:

• we report about a significant industrial project regarding the development of a real-world
mission-critical software;

• we induce a research model that describes the critical success factors faced along a large-scale
Agile transformation process;

• we validated the model rigorously using Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Modelling.

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the related literature. Then, we
describe our research methodology in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss our field study, while in
Section 5, we validate our inducted model using a sample study of 190 software engineers who
worked on large-scale Agile projects. The analysis of our findings with the study limitations is in
Section 6. Finally, Section 7 outlines future works and our conclusions.

2 RELATEDWORK
Agile software development has a relatively recent history in software engineering. Since 2001, when
a group of professionals wrote the Agile Manifesto, the intention is to focus on team interaction,
working software, customers’ needs, and readiness to change [50]. Agile is in open contrast to
plan-driven methodologies, such as Waterfall, a linear process consisting of sequential development
phases [58].
Since then, several software organizations ‘transformed’ their plan-driven approaches to Agile

ones. In other words, they modified their production ‘strategy’ to improve software quality and
productivity [1]. Strategy is a “sustained pattern of resource allocation” [74], as such organizations
have to choose in which direction to invest with a long-term commitment. Defining an organiza-
tion’s strategy is a complex process, which typically involves all relevant stakeholders because any
strategic decision taken will have long-standing effects on a business [94]. Nevertheless, strategies
are not set in stone and are changed if the benefits of a transformation exceed the strategy revision
shortcomings. After each business transformation, a new ‘sustained pattern’ is established (i.e., Ag-
ile), and adequate ‘resource allocations’ are put in place to enforce the new production paradigm to
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gain from the more efficient method chosen. Therefore, with ‘Agile transformation,’ we understand
the establishment of the Agile software development paradigm with a long-term commitment and
the adequate resources to transition from a former plan-driven development effectively.

Although Agile has been increasingly adopted as a development methodology [55], it has been
criticized by literature, suggesting that it might increase project failure [9]. Among the most
contingent criticalities of large-scale transformations, size plays an important role. Originally, Agile
has been proposed for self-contained teams working in small projects, and scaling the number
of teams for large projects has proven quite problematic [23]. There are several explanations for
this phenomenon. Organizational routines are deeply rooted in people’s minds, and change takes
time [80]. Changing the organizational culture is one of the most difficult challenges for an Agile
transformation [75]. Furthermore, it is more difficult to manage change throughout the whole
organization compared to just one team, which might lead to organizational inertia and slowing
down the transformation process [67]. In this regard, the process integration of Agile with pre-
existing organizational structures is a concrete challenge [10]. Working in large organizations,
dealing with several stakeholders, and coordinating with many teams is a definite challenge where
Agile methods initially did not provide a clear answer. For example, the Agile Manifesto does not
reference how to interact with other teams; it focuses only on the team’s practices.
Therefore, ad hoc Agile methods have to be adopted, with the risk to reduce agility because of

the increase of formal communication [66]. Examples of such methods are SAFe – the Scaled Agile
Framework [62], DAD – Disciplined Agile Delivery [4], and LeSS – Large-Scale Scrum [60]. In
addition to these frameworks, a wide variety of tailor-made Agile methods exist to address specific
company software development characteristics (such as security and quality assurance) [11, 72].
Agile transformations typically involve more departments of an organization; each of those has
its routines [80]; therefore, transformations are effective if they are tailored to specific company
needs [16].

During the Agile transformation, we experienced many challenges also reported in the literature.
Departments management (the Product Owners, or PO) needed to be educated to move from
sequential model development into a feature-centric iterative one [81]. User Stories have replaced
extensive and comprehensive upfront requirements documentation, changing the mindset about the
system’s planning [16, 75]. Boehm and Turner correctly mentioned that short-term requirements
planning for long and large-scale projects also require new contracting practices, such it was in
our case [10].
Literature also provides the motivations of organizations to take up an Agile transformation.

Reducing the time-to-market through frequent deliveries is an often-cited reason [33, 71], especially
to be ahead of competitors [43, 120]. Project management-related concerns are also common
motivators [30]. Up-front planning of large projects in an ever faster changing environment is a
great challenge, especially when it comes to meet new goals and redirect the project’s goals [13].
Thus, a more flexible approach, such as a stage-gate model, enforces microplanning, and day-to-
day work control and progress reporting, are strong competitive enablers for software-intensive
organizations [56]. Moreover, Agile champions a more focused documentation production [95, 114],
and removes whatever does not add value for the customer [118]. Simultaneously, it optimizes
testing, especially in large-scale projects, since it redefines a software tester’s role in a more effective
way [127].

Dikert et al. also provided a catalog of large-scale Agile transformation success factors and
challenges from a systematic literature review [22]. The most critical success factors identified from
previous literature are coaching management support and the Agile method’s customization. On the
other hand, the frequent challenges are lack of guidance, misunderstanding of Agile practices, and
reverting to previous working routines. However, it is worth mentioning that the studies analyzed
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by Dikert et al. for the review did not directly focus on the process; they typically highlighted
specific aspects. Thus, such success factors and challenges are observed in isolation rather than
along a whole transformation process.

3 RESEARCH DESIGN
For this study, we commit to a pragmatic ontological perspective [32]. We investigate the research
problem with concurrent research strategies, using a Mixed Methods approach for this goal [20]. In
this way, it is possible to exploit one method’s advantages while mitigating its weaknesses through
another concurrent method. We deemed our approach as the most suited methodological fit for
our research problem [24]. Although the use of Mixed Methods might be an expensive research
practice (because it is the synthesis of two independent investigations), it provides comprehensive
insights into a research problem. To report the findings of our work, we used the ACM SIGSOFT
Empirical Standards [99].

Our effort is to provide a theory-driven understanding [46] of large-scale Agile transformation
processes. Theory-building implies the development of empirical indicators and the subsequent
empirical testing of research hypotheses [134]. We used a single case study approach, which is the
appropriate practice when the case is rare [136].

We employed an inductive research approach for the first step, assuming real-world phenomena
as socially constructed [90] within a natural setting (i.e., the Agency). Theory building of the field
studies relies on the replication logic [26], which means that each experience serves as a different
experiment that stands on its own as an analytic unit, inducing theory through observations or
data [27]. Informants are “knowledgeable agents” [36] since they “construct” the phenomenon
(i.e., in our case, the large Agile scale transformation process), and as such, they are part of both
the “problem” and the “solution”. Results of such inquiries emerge after a substantial amount of
observations and an extensive analysis period (over three years in our case) since the researcher
aims to be sure that nothing other has been left out or misinterpret, thereby reaching theoretical
saturation [38] i.e., the point up to that new data do not provide any significant contribution to the
understanding of the phenomenon. In Section 4.4, we explain the qualitative analysis process in
greater detail.
In the second step, we used a neutral research setting [121] to validate qualitative results and

make generalizable claims, using Structural Equation Modeling (SEM). During this research stage,
the researcher is detached from the observed constructs and analyzes them through statistical means.
The perspective of the inquiry is objective, and hypotheses are empirically validated. Therefore,
these research findings are generalizable and independent from time and context [78]. In Section
5.1, we described the details of our SEM analysis.
We acknowledge to be epistemologically biased, as human beings and as researchers, and that

this bias remains typically hidden or implicit [119]; thus, empirical procedures are valuable aims to
mitigate such researcher’s biases [92]. To this end, we commit to the MixedMethods epistemological
paradigm in order to address the following research questions:

• RQ1:Which are themost compelling success factors of a large-scale Agile Software transformation
process?

• RQ2: How do those success factors relate to each other?

4 FIELD STUDY OF LARGE-SCALE AGILE TRANSFORMATION
4.1 Context
In 2013 the Agency started to rethink its Waterfall-like development approach for its Command
& Control system since the urgency for deploying new on-field requirements was particularly
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compelling. Moreover, decreasing government budgets demand managers to acquire software with
fewer resources. Accordingly, the organization started to look for alternative development processes
compared to the expensiveWaterfall one. Simultaneously, security standards and software reliability
were the Agency’s top priority since the new system had to be interoperable with international
systems deployed in mission-critical operations.
The Command & Control project started in 2014 and ended successfully in 2016. It developed

mission-specific services called Functional Area Services (FAS). At an organizational level, they
deployed a kind of Scrum of Scrums development method [19, 85], where one or more Agile teams
were committed to developing one FAS. This tailored Scrum approach was designed to have Sprints
of five weeks, four for the development and one for security certifications. Up to six teams (one per
FAS), 24 developers, six Scrum Masters, and six Product Owners of the Agency worked actively on
the project. Since not all FAS required the same effort, sometimes developers were reallocated to
other teams of the project, depending on the customer’s priority.

4.1.1 Project’s results. At the end of this two-year project, the Agency successfully implemented the
Command & Control system, consisting of six Functional Area Services, complying with the NATO
ISAF doctrine. We can not provide any specific detail regarding the system; however, developing a
Command & Control system is a reasonably complex task [79]. Similarly, the complexity and the
cost for such a system are remarkable [102]. All FAS passed NATO certification standards, and the
system is running in ongoing operations. Moreover, each FAS, and the system as a whole, received
a high level of appreciation within the organization. It was not the goal of this investigation to
collect success metrics, as we focused on the involved stakeholders’ phenomenological perspective
in this field study. However, non-invasive measures and metrics have been collected and analyzed
in a previous work regarding this project [8]. We will report those results here to triangulate them
with our observations.

The most notable registered change was the level of savings per line of code. The organization
saved between 40% and 50% per LOC, compared to the previous plan-driven development. Both
cost reduction and increased satisfaction are related to the degree of control on the development,
according to the program manager, in addition to a substantial time reduction in the deployment.
These three elements were the tangible results of the Agile transformation.

Moreover, an increase in productivity has also been reported. There was a reduction of lines of
code per task accomplished. Developers became, along with the Agile transformation, better in
structuring their work and their code, becoming more synthetic.

Finally, this transformation also led to an improvement in software quality. The defect rate was
significantly lower compared to previous projects (r = −0.88,p < 0.01). The goodness of predictions
also improved along with the project. The Mean Magnitude of the Relative Error (MMRE) [93] was
0.25, which is considered an overall good value.

Generally speaking, we observed a learning curve from the beginning of the project toward the
end. As we will describe in the following sections, this result has been achieved through a direct
relationship between the developers and the Product Owners. Similarly, a high degree of freedom of
the developers and the awareness of their impact within the organization’s value chain were pivotal
for success. Our interpretation about the non-invasive metrics’ outcome is due to the empowerment
of both developers and middle-management achieved through the Agile transformation.

4.2 Informants
Informants were selected according to our theoretical replication strategy [136] using a “purposive
sampling” technique [65]. In doing so, we selected those informants who could provide us with the
most meaningful insights. Afterward, a snowball approach was used, asking our initial informants
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who else in the project could provide relevant details concerning our research questions. To start the
process, we relied on the top-managerial recommendations (provided by the two key governmental
informants, which were in charge of the transformation process) since they had the best overview
of the project and had a unique knowledge of both the organization and the people. The ultimate
goal was to uncover possible variations in results due to the different roles and participation in the
project’s several FAS.
Our interviews involved six developers (named [Dn]) who actively participated in the FAS

development. Moreover, we also obtained insights from one Product Owner (named [PO]) and one
Scrum Master (named [SM]). Ethnographic-like observations about the entire project were taken
through field notes of the author. The two key informants who were in charge of the project are
labeled as [I1] and [I2] (which had a lower rank as I1).

We also employed theoretical sampling, comparing an ongoing analysis and comparison of data
gathered by informants and secondary sources [38]. Data collection and analysis were pursued
iteratively until “theoretical saturation” [38] was reached.
Although some details may be of interest (e.g., detailed verbatim, system specifications, demo-

graphics or task assignment of developers or Product Owner, description of the workplace, and
working tools), as other details of the qualitative research process, we are not allowed to disclose
them.

4.3 Collection ofQualitative Data
The role of literature has been initially reasonably neglected to avoid possible biases [39]. This
does not imply a lack of rigor; rather, as Fetterman explains, to “[...] enter the field with an open
mind, not an empty head” [31, p.1].

To collect our data, we used different techniques, which typically belonging to Grounded Theory
(GT) [123]. In particular, we exploited implicit and explicit knowledge of the project and the
organization [82] through written documentation, experience reports as also software artifacts.
Moreover, field notes from direct observations were taken, and semistructured personal interviews
were performed.

The documentation collected was of very different nature. We considered technical documenta-
tion, e.g., systems specification, security standards, interoperability specifications, test cases, source
code, and organizational ones, e.g., tender contracts, organization charts, discipline code, strategy
documents, and budget. All collected documents helped us to frame the questions. Understand-
ing the phenomenon was supported by real confrontation through documentation, resulting in a
powerful tool for both our question framing and theory development.
Multiple semistructured interviews were iteratively conducted in the last six months of the

project; here, the maturity, i.e., the understanding of the experience, was more apparent and more
knowledgeable by the informants. Informants were asked to express their genuine and frank
opinions both as a representative voice of the organization and individually. The rationale for
using semistructured interviews was to provide the broadest possible scope for data collection.
As such, each interview lasts between 30 and 60 minutes. The initial protocol was standardized
among all informants (e.g., experience, education, involved FAS, experience with Agile), with some
customization for the different functions (e.g., the most significant benefits and drawbacks of using
Agile for the Agency). Interviews became more structured when themes emerged more clearly
from data in later iterations. We aimed to find significant patterns among the informants and
consistencies and inconsistencies across the organization. Later interviews used terms that emerged
in previous interactions, not to bias them towards our interpretation. The intent was to minimize
the possibility that the informant followed our evolving interpretation of the phenomenon to please
us. We registered a significant difference between the first meetings and the last ones. So, if the
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first contacts were very formal and provided poor implicit knowledge, in the end, we were also
aware of very personal insights (e.g., group and promotion disputes). Our final data structure has
been discussed and validated by informants. This was a valuable process to confront the collected
evidence with potentially missing or redundant information.

Observations were aimed to grasp the most intimate knowledge out of informants, group
dynamics, and the organization. Such observations were performed during the project manage-
ment, shadowing informants during work, and social interactions outside the working hours (e.g.,
breaks, lunches). Field notes were taken after the observations to gather insights, which helped us
understand the context of the studied phenomenon.
The narrative of our findings is based on the systematic and coherent combination of our data

collection. Most interviews have been tape-recorded and transcribed if the informants expressed
their consent. Also, we took notes after each observation.

4.4 Qualitative Data Analysis
Data were iteratively collected, transcribed, checked for consistency, and inductively analyzed
according to the naturalistic inquiry paradigm [65], and the constant comparison technique [38].
These approaches are of pivotal importance to ensure rigorous qualitative data collection and
analysis. Moreover, such an iterative process helps in early theorization by identifying themes
and aggregate dimensions [37] due to data analysis and comparison, as well as a clarification with
informants [54]. After the project ended, the validation phase lasted from 2017 to 2019. In these
two years, we reconsidered the model several times and confronted it with our collected data by
confronting them with our informants’ perspective.
For the data analysis of the first research stage, we followed the GT approach, known as Gioia

methodology [36]. The Management Science community has recently introduced this methodology
to foster scientific rigor in GT. There has been an intense debate among social scientists arguing
that the use of traditional Grounded Theory approaches does not meet the high standards usually
held for demonstrating scientific advancement due to the lack of a specific process structure [40].
Thus, Gioia et al. proposed a more structured approach than Strauss & Corbin [124] to enhance
“rigorous” theoretical advancement [36].

Gioia proposes to handle data in three phases. The first step defines first order – low-level
concepts, which adhere faithfully to informant terms, where the researchers make little attempt
to distill categories. We grouped such in-vivo codes [123] or first order codes [130] into themes
(known also as open coding).

With the second-order analysis, similarities and differences are found, and emerging themes help
us describe and explain the phenomena we observe. Here, we looked for relations among concepts
to support the formulation of our (higher-level) themes using axial coding.
Finally, similar second-order themes are merged in aggregate dimensions, representing the

highest order of theoretical contribution. This has been an iterative process-oriented procedure [68]
that was performed until theoretical saturation was reached [18].
Hence, the entire inquiry’s final result is the data structure, which displays 1st-order terms,

2nd-order themes, and aggregate dimensions. As an outcome of this research stage, we obtained
the success factors and the external drivers. In other words, the data structure is the final result
of a bottom-up process that lasts for three years. The aggregate dimensions are not pre-defined
categories advanced before the analysis process; they are the final result.
We developed the data structure according to Gioia’s recommendations [36]. In Figure 1, we

represent External Drivers, in Figure 2 the success factors regarding top and middle management,
whereas developers and project success factors are described in Figure 3. Success factors (Fn) and
External Drivers (EDn) are displayed and discussed according to our two-steps research design. As
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Aggregate 
Dimensions

M ission critical 
requirements 

implementation 
velocity

Time, Budget, and 
Security constraints

Change of operations 

Spending Review

Operators deployment 
timing

2nd Order 
Themes

1st Order 
Concepts

Compliance with 
standards

- Alignment of C2 to the new operational scenario                                                                         
-  N ew C2 system due to a strategic paradigm shift                                                            
-  H andling  of a great variety of operations

- Rapid deployment  in operation theatres                      
-  N ew scenarios require ad hoc C2 requirements                                                      
-  Effective C2 training  before deployment

System's flexibility
- N ew C2 which allows new requirements implementation                                                                          
-  System integration with legacy systems                                                        
-  C2 should reflect users' mental models

- Decreasing resources in government budget                                                                          
-  H igh expectation to manage timely and goal-effectively resources                                                           
-  Do more with less

- Increasing interoperability issues due to multilateral operations                                                                         
-  Security assurance of mission-critical systems                                                                 
-  Coping with increasing non-functional requirements

Fig. 1. Data structure according to the Gioia Methodology [36]. The aggregate dimensions, which represent
the success factors, are the result of the coding process, starting from low-level Concepts, up to mid-level
Themes. With C2 we mean the Command & Control project.

a matter of representation, we contextualize the EDn and Fn, gathered by our data structure, with
the informants’ most significant statements or field note extracts of our observations.

External drivers and Factors are different elements and are thus treated separately. While Factors
are intrinsic to the project, Drivers are the main factor that caused such Factors. Without the
external conditions depicted in ED1 and ED2, the change towards an Agile Success Model would
have never been in place in our field study. Thus, although the Drivers per se did not contribute
to the Agile Success Model’s success, they are the principal motivation for it. As such, we would
not have reached theoretical saturation without them since they provided us with some essential
understandings (e.g., why not use traditional plan-driven development such as 30 years ago?).

4.4.1 Mission critical requirements implementation velocity (ED1). In the last years, the Agency is
facing an increasing need to rapidly adapt the Command & Control information systems due to the
fast-changing asymmetrical warfare scenario. Such a scenario challenged the C2 capabilities since
the traditional plan-driven development could not provide the needed requirements on time. In
this regard, a C2 information system for mission-critical purposes is mainly built on the exercise of
authority and direction by a properly designated commander over assigned forces to accomplish
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Scrum M aster 
leadership

Product Owner 
involvement

Top M anagement 
commitment

Goal-oriented
- Powerful enabler of operations' success                                                                
-  The C2 does what it is supposed to do                                                         
-  Reengineering if a functionality does not respect expectations

M ental M odels reflection

Efficiency & Effectiveness

- The C2 reflect the users training, not vice versa                                                                         
-  Users are able to use the C2 with no or little additional training                                                                 
-  Users can be deployed more effectively in new scenarios

Empowerment

Continuous interaction

- You pay what you get                                                                               
-  Elimination of unnecessary or outdated features                                                               
-  Flexible and adaptable to any context

- Online and offline interactions                                                                
-  Team's direct access to PO                                                                      
-  Generous PO's time allocation

- You drive and are in charge of change                                                             
-  The development respects the PO's expectation                                                           
-  Accountable for success or failure

- Provide solutions to developers regarding unplanned/rising issues
- Adaptability to change
- Creativity to address unexpected problems rapidly

Problem solving skills

Facilitation skills

Organization knowledge

- Active listening and problem comprehension
- Effective communication, bridging between different jargons
- Linking both organization's and team's needs and expectations

- Explicit and Implicit Knowledge of the organization 
- When problems arise, knowing at which door to knock
- Clarify to the team unsaid/implicit expectations

Aggregate 
Dimensions

2nd Order 
Themes

1st Order 
Concepts

Fig. 2. Data structure of success factors regarding top and middle management.
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Developers social 
skills

 - I relay on my fellows' work 
-  Capacity to solve assigned task autonomously 
- Consideration of fellows' viewpoints 

Trust

Collective ownership

Support & Collaboration

- Code ownership
- Every team member is accountable for the team's results 
- Counterproductive to work in a self-centered fashion

- Availability to answer team members questions and help them
- An open environment which supports interactions and clearing 
doubts 
- Direct access to fellows through face-to-face communication

Project success

- Fitting of Agile within the Agency
- Involvement of all relevant stakeholders in the development     
-  Process was a reliable goal enabler

Process success

Deliverable success

Business success

- C2 adequately reflected users needs in terms of needed features
- C2 passed all relevant quality & security certification for operations
- C2 has extensive use, due to its high U X

- Valuable C2 running in operations, aligned to operational needs
- Relevant savings, compared to previous experiences
- Interoperable and scalable C2

Developers  
technical skills

Programming skills
- Programming skills 
-  Software Engineering skills
- Focus on the code

Technical expertise
- N eed to deal with technical shortcuts     
-  Dealing with unexpecting technical issues
- Knowledge of which technology fits best to the problem

Aggregate 
Dimensions

2nd Order 
Themes

1st Order 
Concepts

Fig. 3. Data structure of success factors regarding developers skills and project success.
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the assigned mission [126]. However, the idea to develop a FAS-based Network Centric Warfare
system (NCW) [2], to address new scenarios’ criticalities, had several difficulties:

The acquisition procedure started according to aWaterfall fashion in the early 2000s and
went on until recently. The obsolescence of the components and related functionalities
and the maintenance and follow-up costs connected to the Waterfall software life cycle
started soon to become a compelling issue. [I1]

Consequently, the Agency started to develop in 2014 a new C2 system; it aimed to support the
legacy Command and Control System with the evolution of new functionalities and assuring higher
customer satisfaction in a volatile requirements situation. In this sense, system integration with
the systems of Agencies of other countries was a strict project requirement. This urgency was
requested from units involved in operations:

The new C2 is much better than previous projects since you have a direct influence on
the development. Before, we were sending troops with a C2 system, which does not
reflect the reality on the ground. Today, months are years. Time is the most precious
resource. Since I was in charge of the development, I was able to start my unit’s training
even before the first release. [PO]

The strategic relevance to be able to provide rapidly novel useful functionalities was fully shared
also among developers:

Before the new system, the Agency got functionalities that could take the risk of
becoming obsolete before using them; now, we can provide them with what they
need when they need it. Moreover, such functionalities were designed following the
“doctrine” principles. Therefore, the use of the different C2 features reflected the users’
“way of thinking”. [D2]

4.4.2 Time, Budget, and Security constraints (ED2). System alignment is always a challenging task,
in particular, if the interoperability standards are complex. Providing software that is employed
in very different operations with different partners has been among the toughest IT challenges
for the Agency. Working on on-field operations means providing high-security standards in order
not to jeopardize joint operations with partners. This task is highly sensitive and hard to meet,
considering decreasing resources year by year. As a consequence of the economic recession, the
Agency’s budget shrunk in the last years [98]:

Due to budget cuts, the system had to perform better with fewer resources, and gen-
erally speaking, we had to do more with less. Costs related to both development and
maintenance had to shrink rapidly, as also the deployment time, at the same security
levels. These issues were perceived as highly critical for the operations within the top
management. [I1]

After the Agile transformation, the degree of control increased so that the Agency had a clear
oversight on the costs, security, and flexibility in allocating budget to the needed functionalities
on the field. Before the Agile transformation, department managers provided the requirements
upfront, seeing the implemented functionalities only after years. By then, they were outdated in
the scenario they were supposed to face. The transformation led to an increase in efficiency, which
was also shared in the Agency:

The new system saved us a lot of money compared to other similar systems. In fact,
with the new C2, you have an active product line that develops in a fast way, only the
needed requirements in a decent way. Other comparable systems cost a lot more and
provide additional functionalities after a way too long time. [PO]
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Particularly in terms of velocity, Agile is much more efficient. [D4]
The Agile transformation started to fasten the deployment and decrease development
costs. [I2]

System security was a primary concern. During the whole project, all members were conscious
of the security constraints they had to face. Accordingly, they had a high commitment to it since
they perceived both the importance of their work and its effectiveness for the users involved in the
operation theatres. The transformation also had to handle compelling non-functional requirements
implementation, such as software quality and security. As a result, requirements had a high customer
satisfaction, and were able to pass also all certification phases:

There are no real issues on security; before deployment, each functionality had to
comply with multinational standards and national ones, which are quite stringent. [PO]

4.4.3 Top Management commitment (F1). The Agency’s top management is in charge of the entire
Agency’s command chain. Such managers are in charge of the Agency’s strategic decisions. Besides
some criticalities, which are quite common when a large-scale Agile transformation is undergoing,
the top management was committed since they perceived the success of the Agile transformation
as a turning point element in their operational scenario. Moreover, from a project management
perspective, the transformation was very cost-effective since, in the end, the Agency paid for what
they effectively got. The level of commitment to the Agile transformation was thus, highly relevant
for the overall outcome of the project:

At a top management level, we knew to pioneer something radically new. An Agile
transformation eventually meant to deploy within a month critical functionalities for
the operations. This gave our users a strategic asset and improved their capabilities in
the operation theatre. [I1]
I recognized a commitment of the top management since the CEO ordered his entire
subordinate command chain to cooperate with us in an Agile fashion. [D5]

The top management commitment was not only empty words but tangible facts, such as invest-
ments:

My manager was very committed to the project since he dedicated a significant amount
of his time to it and not to other tasks. However, he saw the fast improvements since
the developed features were highly relevant for operations, thus fully supported me in
that. What was also important is that if the developed features were not satisfactory,
the team had to rework on it until I was fully satisfied. [PO]

One of the big motivator of the project was that at a department level, managers saw indeed that
their desiderata were becoming a reality in a short time frame, in a way they never experienced
before:

I saw, at all levels, happy customers for the work we were able to ship continuously. I
have never seen such thrilled customers in my working experience. [D4]
According to my previous working experience on Waterfall-like development, my
impression is that the project was efficiently managed, also because a lot of standard
or unnecessary features which software vendors tend to bundle, but are not necessary
for the customer, were skipped. [D1]

The strong commitment was tightly related to the project’s success:
Top managers were much more committed to this project compared to non-Agile ones.
They had to take responsibility for what they asked. If something would have gone
wrong, they had to share responsibility. The project’s success increased their level of
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commitment since they had the idea to influence the final product and have a higher
degree of control; in a way, they never experienced. [I2]

4.4.4 Product Owner involvement (F2). The typical Product Owner directly manages the units
which are deployed on the field. PO’s involvement was a definite success factor. In cases where
communication was jeopardized, the teams got no clear direction, delivering sub-optimal solutions.
For this reason, the PO of one of the most successful Mission Threats said:

At least one day per week, I went to the development team to see if they had questions
or concerns to raise. Moreover, I was always able to replay quickly to every raised issue
for the rest of the week through our Agile management tool. I checked the evolution of
the Sprint along with the development. This enabled us to remove defects also before
the Sprint Review. The continuous interaction with my teamwas a confounding success
factor. [PO]

Developers had a definite effect on such new behavior. The possibility to continuously interact
with the PO empowered the team to rapidly deliver and deploy new functionalities, which also
increased the PO’s commitment. The relationship with the PO was a significant change compared to
previous experiences. Developers were generally not used to the Agile paradigm. Having immediate
feedback about the development increased the motivation among teams dramatically. Similarly,
the PO’s commitment also increased since he saw a real opportunity to improve the Agency’s C2
capabilities. As a consequence, the POs were always very present. When they were not present in
person during the development, they were always available through phone, email, or the Agile tool
chatting system:

Before the Agile transformation, the customer lost any relation to the project. Now,
with Agile, he is much more involved and committed, contributing to the project’s
success. They felt utterly part of the development team. [D5]

Moreover, the PO’s commitment increased, especially when the development team showed
mutual effort. As a result, the project was driven by the PO, which felt clear ownership and
responsibility on the project:

I think that the PO is committed because he touches with his hand what is in his mind.
Indeed, with this new approach, you drive and are in charge of change. Seeing the
problem from the other side means that you are accountable for failures. You can not
shift responsibilities to the software house, stating that features do not represent the
operational scenario or complaining about very bad UX. [PO]

What project managers realized is that with plan-driven development, software houses do not
fully understand end-users. It was PO’s job to explain end-users mental models to the developers
and be sure that all features are effectively aligned to such mental models in the Sprint Reviews.
For the first time, department heads were able to forge a tool that actively supported their

command and control capabilities, which is also a crucial issue for promotion. They saw with their
own eyes that the system did what was supposed to do, and could be deployed immediately in
operations:

One practical example is the training before each operation. Since the C2 system was
indeed designed for some particular users, the design already reflected users’ training,
not vice versa. This shortened incredible training time. Such experience was totally
new to us. [I2]

4.4.5 Scrum Master leadership (F3). The Scrum Masters were domain experts employees with
mid-management functions. They were rarely active in the development but acted as gate-keepers.
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Their organization’s knowledge was critical to solve impediments, as also the closeness to users’
mental models:

We have never really trained for this job role. It is very new. However, I am flattered
that I was asked by the top management to act as a ScrumMaster during this strategical
Agile transformation process. [SM]

In the case of impediments, the Scrum Master worked to remove them. One manifest element of
success was the effort of the Scrum Master in defending the team from unreasonable requests of
the PO. In such cases, he explained to him the technical difficulties linked to such requests. The
independence, reliability, and knowledge of the domain of the Scrum Master let the development
team focus on the development. Since developers were not domain experts, it was constructive to
have someone with an in-depth knowledge of how things work in the Agency:

So, when problems arise, knowing at which door to knock helps us incredibly further.
[D4]

However, ScrumMasters not always had in-depth technical knowledge, which was not considered
positively by team members since they also expected more technical advice:

Our Scrum Master was very effective in solving organizational issues, although he had
poor software development skills. I believe that a good Scrum Master should be both a
manager and a developer. These characteristics should empower him to be independent
of the customers’ excessive requests and teams’ shortsightedness. [D2]

Still, when the Scrum Master was both skilled and expert in the domain, Sprints were concluded
positively. The coordination effort by the Scrum Master was crucial for the project’s success. Also,
the ability to team up the Scrum team, the role of facilitator in case of controversy within the team,
the solution of non-technical issues (like the relations with the organization), the role of the team’s
protector were all essential success factors:

I consider the leadership skills of the Scrum master very relevant since he was able to
lead my high-level requirements into low-level software code. This, also when unex-
pected requirements come out during the FAS development due to changes required
from the field. The cooperation with him was an undeniable success factor since we
created a strong team spirit, even making some personalized team t-shirts. [PO]

4.4.6 Developers social skills (F4). Developers were hired through a body-rental contract from a
state-owned software house, specialized in governmental procurement. All developers had several
years of working experience. Some had used Scrum in past project experience, while some others
never heard about Agile development at all. The awareness of developing in a team, and for a team,
according to code ownership principles was a characterizing factor of the project:

We always helped each other when difficulties arose taken the different viewpoints
of colleagues very seriously. It was great to know that you could always rely on your
team and talk in person, knowing that you are not alone. [D3]

Dealing with high expectations was not always an easy task for developers. However, teams
were, most of the time, able to collaborate effectively, addressing one problem at the time. This was
possible since there was a working environment where every developer relied on their fellow’s
work:

You must find teammates who are willing to team up, which is not so common among
developers. Different from my past working experience, here, the whole team is ac-
countable for each member. Otherwise, the project would fail. [D1]
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Generally speaking, the interaction between team members is crucial to organize the different
tasks of the Sprint. Since there was a shared responsibility for the delivered software, clear and
direct communication and collaboration was essential for the project’s success:

Indeed, without collaboration, we would not have solved the project’s shortcuts. [D6]
In order to team up, also environmental conditions should be supported. Having the developers

all together in a governmental compound fostered their sense of belonging, which is essential to
reach the goal. Our informants made the point that social and technical skills are two separated
entities, and both were important for the project’s management:

Along with the project, we had developers who were technically very skilled but were
very poor in collaboration. As a consequence, we had delays, and team cohesion was
harmed. Therefore, we had to fire those professionals due to their toxic attitude, even
if they were very skilled developers. [I1]

4.4.7 Developers technical skills (F5). The technical knowledge of the team members was crucial
for regular tasks but, more importantly, to solve unexpected problems. In particular, in the starting
Sprints, where most difficulties arose, and also when the expectations of the POs were very
high, teams were able to provide adequate solutions thanks to in-depth technical knowledge and
experience. Having a good team composition with different software engineering skills, like design,
security, and testing, was a critical factor in deploying the required features in the FAS. While in
plan-driven development, it is easier for under-average developers to hide and blame someone else
for their failures, this was not possible here:

With complex process structures, it wasmuch harder to spotwhowas under-performing
since the responsibility was typically shared with the antecedent or subsequent devel-
opers in the process chain. Now, with Agile teams focus on the code and the customer,
eliminating all unnecessary overheads. [I2]

According to our informants, Agile needs highly skilled developers since they are absorbed
in a context where time pressure is very tight, and all developers need to be aligned. Taking
care of poorly skilled team members would mean slowing down the development dramatically,
double-checking, and also refactoring their code. To work effectively in an Agile setting, one should
think and act differently than in the Waterfall-like project. Boundaries are very much blurred,
and developers have to “feel” both the customer’s wishes and the way colleagues would like to
implement them:

In the project, we had some slightly negative shortcuts linked to the novelty of intro-
ducing Agile in a very hierarchical organization. However, we were always able to
solve them effectively through our programming skills. [D5]

It was the team’s task to implement the User Stories the PO asked for in the best technical way:
When you develop a system that will be used under considerable stress situations, it
should be as familiar and intuitive as possible. The team should have enough skills to
be open to a whole scenario of possible technical changes. [PO]

Eventually, we should also mention that to keep the project going, managers had also to make
radical decisions. For example, it happened to fire developers since they were not able to pursue
their tasks adequately.

4.4.8 Project success (F6). The new C2 development experience leads to an evident success of the
applied methodology, recognized at all levels of the top management. Agile was a critical enabler
factor, mainly because stakeholders were able to tailor Scrum to our Agency setting, involving the
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relevant stakeholder of the project. Moreover, what is also important to stress is the fact that the
new system fulfilled all interoperability requirements with the Agency’s legacy systems:

The FAS I led had a great success within my department, much more compared to the
other non-Agile developed systems. [PO]

There are multiple reasons why it happened. Using Agile was a critical factor for project success.
Since developers are accustomed daily to PO’s wishes, development teams were able to deliver
a product that attained precisely to the expectations. Developers felt genuinely gratified with
their work since they received a warm acknowledgment for the effort, which was not the case
of a Waterfall project. In such projects, developers had no ideas about the customers and their
satisfaction. Software engineers felt like people, not machines; thus, their commitment to the
project increased consequently:

This was a very positive experience, the possibility to have continuous feedback from
customers and develop incrementally contributed to the project’s success. Moreover,
also during the project, developed functionalities were deployed on the field with
very high customer satisfaction. Also, to my previous experience, this Agile trans-
formation is a success story. Although there have been some critical issues, we were
still able to address our mission: velocity with cost control and multinational security
standards. [D4]

Seeing, just after one month that the needed requirements worked, and the development went
on speedily was perceived as very positive for the Agency since the project was able to address
contingent needs. POs and officers deployed on the field referred that the new C2 system was
considerably better compared to pre-existing systems. Notably, this Agile transformation has been
considered as a strategic organizational asset. Indeed, the new C2 changed organizational routines,
minimizing users’ technology adaptation time:

If users on the field know how to use the system even before they are deployed in
operations, it enable the Agency to save precious time, assuring a fast deployment of
the combat force in an NCW fashion. [PO]

4.5 Induction of an Agile Success Model
The outcome of this research phase is the research model, represented in Figure 4, which explains
the most critical relations among the identified success factors through six hypotheses to validate
empirically. ED1 and ED2 are driving, or external, factors, while Fn are the success factors. The
identification of the success factors is addressed by the RQ1. The relations (represented with
single-headed arrows) are the result of our observations, addressing RQ2. Generally speaking, all
observations have been corroborated and double-checked (wherever possible) through the use
of support materials (e.g., project documentation, regulations, budget law, source code, technical
documents).

Although external drivers are not part of the model, they contribute to explain the transformation
process and are consequently part of the model. These drivers can explain why a hierarchical
organization committed to a Waterfall-like approach, embraced Agile eventually. Indeed, we may
not understand the success of the new C2 system without a deep context comprehension.

The starting point of our model is the top managerial commitment. It is widely recognized that
stakeholders’ commitment to a project determines its failure or success [77]. From an organiza-
tional perspective, we identified three project stakeholders’ levels on different function layers: top
managerial, mid-management, and implementation. Different stakeholder levels help the under-
standing of the success model. Typically, an Agile transformation involves different stakeholders
with different roles and competencies. This is amplified with Agile, where the development is
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Fig. 4. Agile Success Model: dotted lines represent the influence of external drivers to the success factor,
while the arrows display the relations among success factors.

close to the customer. As represented in our Data Structure, constructs have different technical
and non-technical facets and imply different accountability levels. This model provides a different
granularity level of understanding, where Themes infer to Aggregate Dimensions (or constructs),
which correspond to a stakeholder/decision level.

Since the organization was hierarchical, also the communication structures [17] were hierarchi-
cal, although they always followed a Scrum-like approach. We realize that tracing communication
structures in our context was relatively easy compared to a decentralized and horizontal orga-
nization. Therefore, developers (3rd-level stakeholders) did not directly interact with the top
management regarding technical issues since they were supposed to implement Product Owners
(PO) requirements, supported by the Scrum Master’s leadership. Similarly, technical and social
aspects are considered as two distinct constructs compelling characteristics towards project success.
In the end, the artifact they were able to deliver determined the success of the project. Therefore,
the relevant research hypotheses for the implementation layer are:

H5a : Developers social skills contributes to Project success
H5b : Developers technical skills contributes to Project success

The 2nd-level stakeholders interacted between the other two function layers concerning their
role. The PO represented the customer and asked for the best possible functionalities. Moreover,
the PO advocated end-users expectations and needs, transferring this knowledge to developers.
The Scrum Master (SM), as an official of the Agency, acted as a filter and facilitator between the
organization and the team. In our case, he did not act as primus inter pares, since due to the project’s
complexity, there was a need for leadership by someone knowledgeable of the organization. As
such, he helped to frame PO’s User Stories and took decisions over them during the development.
Moreover, both the ScrumMaster and the Product Owner dealt with developers’ social and technical
aspects. On the one hand, developers were supposed to deliver working software compliant with
quality and security standards; on the other hand, they were supposed to communicate effectively
to interpret users’ mental models. Accordingly, we formulate the following hypotheses for the
mid-management layer:
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H4a : Scrum Master leadership positively influences Developers technical skills
H4b : Scrum Master leadership positively influences Developers social skills
H3a : Product Owner involvement positively influences Developers social skills
H3b : Product Owner involvement positively influences Developers technical skills

Top managers (1st-level stakeholders) provided a supportive working environment for the Agile
transformation. Addressing the system’s scope was a contingent requirement of the organization.
Therefore, we reported a genuine commitment towards the development of the C2 system. They
provided all the support needed for the middle management to reach that goal. As a result of
this communication structure [17], developers, (i.e., the the implementation layer) understood the
urgency and importance of the needed functionalities. Finally, top managers led to the project’s
success by providing a supportive environment. Moreover, the project’s commitment also increased
Sprint after Sprint because of the positive incremental outcomes, leading to a virtuous circle. Thus,
the top management layer has the following hypotheses:

H2: Top Management commitment positively influences Scrum Master leadership
H1: Top Management commitment positively influences Product Owner involvement
H6: Top Management commitment contributes to Project success

5 SAMPLE STUDY
In this stage of our inquiry, we focused on the empirical validation of our research hypotheses.
Thus, we performed a sample study, which is the most suited research method for the generalization
of a research model [121]. The aim is to triangulate the evidence of our qualitative findings through
a quantitative analysis.

5.1 Partial Least Squares – Structural Equation Modeling
Partial Least Squares – Structural Equation Modelling (PLS-SEM) is a multivariate statistical
analysis developed to validate latent and unobserved variables (also called constructs) with multiple
observed indicators (items or indicators are also used as synonyms) [12]. PLS-SEM is best suited
for exploratory theory development studies [108] and is an emerging investigation technique in
empirical software engineering [7, 14, 110, 115]. PLS-SEM addresses a set of interrelated research
questions in one comprehensive analysis [34]. Therefore, it is a widely used research method also
by other research communities such as Management [53], Information Systems Research [21], and
Organizational Behavior [49]. According to Gefen et al. “SEM has become de rigueur in validating
instruments and testing linkages between constructs” [34, p. 6], and widely used in software
engineering [107]. The subsequent PLS-SEM model’s evaluation and analysis follow the most
recent methodological guidelines and recommendations for software engineering research [110].
Any PLS-SEM model is composed of two sub-models: a structural model and a measurement

model. The structural model, such as Figure 4, consists of the different latent variables (or con-
structs) with their relations (i.e., research hypotheses). Constructs can be exogenous constructs (i.e.,
predecessor, such as Top Management commitment) or endogenous (i.e., target construct, like all
the others). The measurement model measures through the different indicators collected typically
through a survey.

5.1.1 Scale Development. The questionnaire was developed with the help of auxiliary theory [25].
Accordingly, we developed our survey adapting pre-existing research instruments. Table 15 sum-
marizes all the items used to define each construct and the references used to frame the questions.
Constructs were measured through uni-dimensional items in the form of a level of agreement on a
7-point Likert scale.
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First, we run a pre-test with three potential target respondents (i.e., software professionals) to
test the survey’s usability, rationale, and wording. Usability was assessed positively, while minor
rationale and wording issues emerged and were consequently fixed.
Moreover, we also performed a post-hoc Bayesian single-test reliability statistics to assess the

overall quality of our measurement instrument (Table 1), after all data have been collected. We are
aware that informants will evaluate the instrument differently based on their own experience. A
primary reason for running a cross-sectional study is to look for variety (to assess generalization)
and consistency (instrument reliability) at the same time. Therefore, it is essential to assess the
overall quality of the survey instrument. Results confirm exceptionally high reliability (all above
0.9) for all relevant coefficients (McDonald’s ω, Cronbach’s α , and Guttman’s λ2), suggesting a very
robust instrument.

Table 1. Bayesian Scale Reliability Statistics

Estimate McDonald’s ω Cronbach’s α Guttman’s λ2

Posterior mean 0.928 0.925 0.934
95% CI lower bound 0.914 0.910 0.921
95% CI upper bound 0.941 0.937 0.946

5.1.2 Survey Data Collection. To identify the minimum sample size, we run an a priori power test
using G*Power [29]. This analysis suggested that with an effect size of 15%, significance at 5%, and
power of 95 %, the minimal size for nine predictors is 166 (cf. Figure 8).
Data were collected using a cluster sampling strategy [42, 109] through the data collection

platform Prolific1, designed for academic purposes with over 75,000 active users. Prolific has several
advantages concerning, e.g., mailing lists, such as reliability, replicability, and data quality [86, 88],
and is used frequently in computer science as a data collection platform [3, 52, 106]. The survey
was administered through Qualtrics2 with randomized questions within their blocks to minimize
response bias [42, 87].
To ensure the quality of the collected data, we designed a multi-stage screening process as

represented in Figure 5. We started the first phase in October 2019 and concluded the collection
process in early February 2020.
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Fig. 5. Survey sample selection process.

Pre-screening. In the first stage we selected informants based on self-identification charac-
teristics, namely skills in Computer Programming, Knowledge of software development techniques,
1www.prolific.co.
2www.qualtrics.com.
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Technology use at work, and an Approval rate of 100%. The approval rate means that we included
only participants who showed high reliability and quality in previous surveys rated so by other
scholars using the platform. From all the active members, we included 2,897 candidates.

Competence Screening.Weasked our candidates to take a questionnairewith three competency-
based questions: one about software design and two about programming. This procedure was
necessary to ensure the consistency of our population, regardless of self-identified statements. At
the end of this process, we shrunk our pools of candidates to 606.

Quality Screening. At this stage, we included only the candidates who are working or worked
on “at least one Agile project which involved 50 or more software engineers or at least six teams”
to take the survey. We used the definition of a large-scale Agile project provided by Dikert et al. for
construct consistency purposes. Moreover, to enhance data quality, we randomly allocated three
attention checks. In total, we got 201 completed questionnaires. Eleven informants failed at least
one attention check and were therefore excluded. After the selection process, we included 190 valid
and complete responses above the minimum sample size.

5.1.3 Sample Description. The complete summary of our sample description is in Appendix A,
and in the Supplementary Materials on Zenodo. Out of 190 respondent, 16.3% (Table 16) are
women, which is slightly higher than previous sample studies reporting only 10% of women
participants [97, 131]. Table 17 shows that the vast majority of the surveyed professionals are
originally from Western countries. Moreover, most of them are in middle-senior positions (Table
18) and have been working in software engineering for several years (Table 19), suggesting that
our informants are somewhat experienced. To confirm that, we report in Table 20 that most of the
individuals in the sample completed more than four large-scale Agile projects.
Most software engineers work in software development, and a few are in management roles,

such as Team Leads or CIOs (Table 21). The technology sector and financial services are the most
common industries where the informants work (Table 22). Similarly, as presented in Table 23, our
professionals’ focus is mostly on in-house development. Finally, almost one-half of the population
develops mission-critical software, one quarter does not, and the last quarter is not sure if their
development can be considered mission-critical (Table 24).

5.2 Measurement Model Evaluation
To draw robust conclusions from our structural model, we have to assess the latent variables’
reliability. Therefore, we analyze first the discriminant validity, internal consistency reliability,
and convergent validity. Before starting, we report about the normal distribution of our items.
After performing a Kolmogorov-Smirnov and a Shapiro-Wilk test, we conclude that they are not
normally distributed (p < 0.001). Since PLS-SEM is a non-parametric analysis (compared to CB-SEM,
which assumes normal distribution), we proceed with our investigation. Nevertheless, following
Russo & Stol’s recommendations, we will take particular care of our results’ robustness in our
evaluation procedures since non-normal data might decrease the performance of the PLS-SEM
algorithm [41, 110].

5.2.1 Discriminant validity. For discriminant validity, we mean the degree of uniqueness of one
latent variable compared to another. It is an informative criterion to assess whenever two constructs
are semantically the same, representing different knowledge. To measure it, we used the Heterotrait-
Monotrait ratio of correlations (HTMT), which has been proven to outperform other tests, such as
the Fornell-Larcker criterion [47]. The cut-off values should be below 0.90 [47]. Our test results in
Table 2 suggest that the technical skills and software developers’ social skills are the same constructs
since the HTMT between these two latent variables is 0.959. This result surprisingly contradicts
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the inductive research outcome, according to which those two skills have been considered different
by our informants in the Agency.
In other words, the variables Developers Technical and Social Skills are conceptually the same

construct. Thus, we merged those two constructs, as recommended by the methodological literature
[45]. In the further analysis, we will take particular care in assessing the measurement model
through all the relevant tests to confirm the theoretical similarity of “Developers Social Skills” and
“Developers Technical Skills”.

According to the discriminant validity analysis conclusion, we modified our research model by
merging those two constructs. From now on, we will consider the developers’ social and technical
skills just as developers skills. As a result, we are also merging Hypothesis H3a with H3b , and H4a
with H4b . For clarity, we redraw the research model in Figure 9 in the Appendix.

Table 2. Heterotrait-Monotrait ratio of correlations (HTMT) of the original model

DSS DTS POI PS SML

Developers Social Skills (DSS)
Developers Tech Skills (DTS) 0.959
Product Owner involvement (POI) 0.450 0.462
Project success (PS) 0.395 0.545 0.596
Scrum Master leadership (SML) 0.432 0.483 0.503 0.788
Top Management commitment (TMC) 0.291 0.359 0.596 0.604 0.685

In our second analysis, we can see from Table 3 that all coefficients are below the threshold value,
indicating that all the model constructs are capturing a different phenomenon.

Table 3. Heterotrait-Monotrait ratio of correlations (HTMT) of the adapted model

DS POI PS SML

Developers skills (DS)
Product Owner involvement (POI) 0.464
Project success (PS) 0.497 0.596
Scrum Master leadership (SML) 0.483 0.503 0.788
Top Management commitment (TMC) 0.343 0.596 0.604 0.685

5.2.2 Internal consistency reliability. With this test, we want to ensure that the items measure the
latent variables in a reliable and consistent fashion. Therefore, we look for their Cronbach’s Alpha,
rho_A, and Composite Reliability values in Table 4, which should be above 0.60 for all the three
values [83]. If the coefficients are close to 1, that might suggest that they have been measured with
redundant and semantically same items. Although none of the coefficients are above 0.95 (which is
the cut-off value suggested by Hair et al.), still Scrum Master Leadership and Developers skill score
high. We consider this outcome reasonable since SML has been measured through nine indicators,
and DS is the result of two merged constructs. As such, we conclude that all our tests are within
desirable values.

5.2.3 Convergent validity. This final validity assessment measures the degree of correlations
between the different items with their target construct. We recall that all our latent variables are
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Table 4. Internal consistency reliability

Construct Cronbach’s
Alpha

rho_A Composite
Reliability

AVE

Developers skills 0.887 0.898 0.911 0.595
Product Owner involvement 0.666 0.673 0.816 0.597
Project success 0.821 0.826 0.893 0.737
Scrum Master leadership 0.922 0.928 0.936 0.648
Top Management commitment 0.871 0.883 0.906 0.659

reflectively measured (Mode A)3. Therefore, the indicators should share a relevant proportion
of variance by converging to their latent variables. Two tests were performed to validate this
assumption. The first is the average variance extracted (AVE), which has to score higher than 0.5 [45].
The second one is to check whenever the outer loadings in each latent variable’s measurement
model share a variance of at least 50%. We consider the indicator’s reliability to test it, which
should be higher than the squared root of 50%, namely, 0.7. Table 5 summarized the results of the
indicator’s reliability through the cross-loadings. Three items did not share a meaningful amount of
variance, namely DS_1, SM_8, and PO_1, which have been discarded from our model. Accordingly,
we saw an improvement of the AVE, leading to a more robust model.

5.3 Structural Model Evaluation
From the assessment of our Measurement Model, we conclude that all our constructs are reliable.
Thus, we can now devote our efforts to evaluate the Structural Model to discuss its predictive power
and significance of our research hypotheses.

5.3.1 Collinearity. At first, we are looking for the correlation between the exogenous variable
(Top Management commitment) with the other endogenous ones, which should be independent;
otherwise, it might bias the path estimations. The VIF is a test for multicollinearity (i.e., the high
degree of collinearity) and should be below five [73]. We report VIF values ranging from 1.243 (for
the POI_3 item) to 3.484 (SM_3), so below the most conservative guidelines. Overall, we conclude
that our model does not present multicollinearity issues.

5.3.2 Significance and relevance of path relations. Path coefficients are the hypothesized relation-
ships among latent variables, in which standardized values may range between -1 and +1. Since
PLS-SEM does not make any distributional assumptions, significance can not be assessed with
parametric tests. Therefore, we employ a bootstrapping procedure of 5,000 subsamples with re-
placement. Bootstrapping results are reported in Table 6, where for any of our six hypotheses, the
bootstrapping coefficient, mean, standard deviation, T statistics, and p-values are shown.

From this analysis, we conclude that all our hypotheses are significant and do, thus, support our
research model. The p-values of all relationships are below 0.05, and the T statistics is above 1.96
(for a significance of 5%) [45].

5.3.3 Coefficients of determination and effect sizes. Once we have positively assessed our hypothe-
ses’ significance, in this final stage of our analysis, we are now concerned with its predictive
qualities of the endogenous constructs, pictured in Table 7. We measure prediction through the
explained variance (or R2) of the endogenous constructs. The R2 is the proportion of a dependent
variable’s variance explained by independent (or predictors) ones. Since the R2 depends on the

3Cf. Russo & Stol (2021) for a complete overview about the differences between reflective and formative measures.
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Table 5. Cross loadings (full list of items in Table 15)

Item DS POI PS SML TMC

DSS_2 0.713 0.201 0.239 0.267 0.119
DSS_3 0.768 0.349 0.289 0.448 0.338
DSS_4 0.798 0.299 0.318 0.304 0.179
DTS_1 0.791 0.296 0.477 0.438 0.429
DTS_2 0.751 0.251 0.293 0.249 0.089
DTS_3 0.812 0.355 0.346 0.327 0.276
DTS_4 0.759 0.241 0.326 0.362 0.176
POI_2 0.246 0.786 0.372 0.215 0.380
POI_3 0.398 0.791 0.417 0.397 0.337
POI_4 0.201 0.741 0.239 0.315 0.342
PS_1 0.384 0.435 0.897 0.642 0.470
PS_2 0.380 0.328 0.805 0.472 0.387
PS_3 0.360 0.397 0.870 0.640 0.483
SML_1 0.408 0.342 0.453 0.798 0.506
SML_2 0.229 0.311 0.595 0.761 0.457
SML_3 0.386 0.350 0.621 0.875 0.520
SML_4 0.457 0.431 0.591 0.846 0.616
SML_5 0.355 0.334 0.533 0.827 0.533
SML_6 0.384 0.312 0.573 0.723 0.467
SML_7 0.323 0.254 0.478 0.812 0.539
SML_9 0.353 0.234 0.589 0.791 0.396
TMC_1 0.359 0.428 0.306 0.461 0.821
TMC_2 0.241 0.274 0.351 0.385 0.724
TMC_3 0.249 0.402 0.429 0.457 0.861
TMC_4 0.261 0.351 0.458 0.656 0.824
TMC_5 0.208 0.387 0.536 0.560 0.824

Table 6. Path coefficients, bootstrap estimates, standard deviation, T statistics, and p-values

Hypothesis Coefficient Bootstrap
Mean

St.Dev. T p

H1: TMI→ POI 0.455 0.465 0.094 4.858 0.000
H2: TMI→ SML 0.633 0.635 0.079 8.052 0.000
H3: POI → DS 0.228 0.239 0.098 2.323 0.020
H4: SML→ DS 0.364 0.372 0.137 2.664 0.008
H5: DS → PS 0.299 0.324 0.124 2.413 0.016
H6: TMI→ PS 0.426 0.418 0.110 3.883 0.000

number of predictors (i.e., higher the number of predictors, the higher will be the R2), it is a good
practice to account also for the R2 Adjusted, which adjusts the prediction based on the number of
the model’s predictors. Those values range between 0 and 1. It is hard to provide some benchmark
values since the R2 relevance highly depends on the subject matter [45]; however, there is a general
agreement that it should be at least higher than 0.19 [12]. Besides predictive relevance, we also
tested the predictive quality with the Stone Geisser’s Q2 [122]. To compute the Q2, we applied a
blindfolding procedure [45]. To be relevant, the Q2 should be larger than 0 [35], which is our case
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for all endogenous latent variables. Therefore, we conclude that our model has both predictive
relevance and quality.

Table 7. Coefficients of determination

Construct R2 R2 Adjusted Q2

Scrum Master leadership 0.401 0.398 0.247
Project success 0.353 0.346 0.247
Product Owner involvement 0.207 0.203 0.104
Developers skills 0.252 0.244 0.126

5.3.4 Predictive performance. Since this investigation aims not to assess causation but prediction,
we performed a prediction-oriented results assessment using PLSpredict [116]. The procedure aims
to test whenever the model (estimated through a training sample) is predicted by a test sample.
Thus, we divided our sample into ten folds and used ten repetitions to compute the PLSpredict
statistics. We analyzed the results using the guidelines by Shmueli et al. [117]. Table 8 depicts
the predictive performance of the latent variables. In particular, the Q2

predict of all variables is
positive, suggesting a high performance of the entire model. Additionally, we also performed a
more fine-grained analysis at looking at our indicators (see the online supplementary materials).
In particular, we checked the three Project Success items since they construct the endogenous
target variable. We compared the most naïve benchmark (i.e., the Linear Model) with our PLS
model. Because any PLS model is more complex than its Linear Model if the PLS model has a lower
error than the naïve benchmark, this suggests a high predictive performance. As a prediction error,
we used the MAE (Mean Absolute Error) since our error distribution is highly skewed. Moreover,
results have been double-checked with the RMSE (Root Mean Square Error), and our conclusion
does not change. In our case, all three items of the Linear Model prediction error are greater than
the PLS ones, suggesting a high predictive power. Furthermore, we also compared all the others
indicators. With the only exception of DT1, SM5, and SM9, all items show a lower PLS predictive
error than the naïve benchmark. We, therefore, conclude that the entire Agile Success Model has a
high predictive performance.

Table 8. Constructs prediction summary

Construct RMSE MAE Q2
predict

Developers skills 1.000 0.710 0.080
Product Owner involvement 0.954 0.629 0.167
Project Success 0.930 0.612 0.238
Scrum Master leadership 0.841 0.514 0.359

5.3.5 Predictive stability. Finally, our last consideration regards our model’s predictive stability by
analyzing the effect sizes (f 2) with Table 9. Here, we look at the effects of the different relations
in the model. The effect sizes’ threshold values are 0.02, 0.15, and 0.35 for respectively, small,
medium, and large effects [15]. In our model, they are all relevant, suggesting medium effects in
most relations except for Developers skills → Project success and Product Owner involvement →
Developers skills, which have small effects, and Top Management commitment→ Scrum Master
leadership, which has a large effect.
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Table 9. Effect sizes (f 2)

Constructs DS POI PS SML

Developers skills
Product Owner involvement 0.058
Project Success 0.124
Scrum Master leadership 0.148
Top Management commitment 0.262 0.252 0.669

Top 
Management 
commitment

Product Owner 
involvement

Scrum Master 
leadership Developers skills
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0.364**
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Fig. 6. Measurement and Structural model with outer loadings, R2, and path coefficients (*p<0.05, ** p<0.01,
*** p<0.001).

To summarize our analysis, we merged two constructs, which have been considered distinct
in our qualitative analysis, namely, Developers’ technical skills with Developers’ social skills,
which just became Developers’ skills since they displayed a very high semantic redundancy in our
software professional sample. Once we have adjusted this issue, our research model is confirmed
and validated through a PLS-SEM analysis. Figure 6 graphically represents the computed model.

5.4 Model generalization: a Multi-Group Analysis
In addition to the PLS-SEM model evaluation, we present an additional analysis to provide a more
insightful understanding of our research model in mission-critical settings. Therefore, we perform
a Multi-Group Analysis (MGA), which allows us to assess whenever professionals who develop
mission-critical software have significant differences in their group-specific parameter estimates
(such as path coefficients) concerning professionals who develop non-mission-critical systems.
This test allows us to claim for a more extensive generalization of our results, considering that our
research model has been developed upon one large-scale Agile transformation post-mortem study
of a mission-critical system. Thus, our model might not apply to non-mission-critical settings. In
our survey, informants self-identified themselves whenever they are developing mission-critical
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systems, as shown in Table 24. Based on that assumption, we excluded from our analysis those
professionals who were unsure whenever the applications on which they are working could be
defined or not as mission-critical (n=53) to ensure data consistency. Therefore, we run our MGA
only on the subsamples, which develop mission-critical software (n=93) and those who do not
(n=44).

Multi-Group Analysis is a non-parametric significance test for the difference of group-specific
results based on the bootstrapping procedure [48, 112]. Table 10 summarizes the results for each
relationship. Here we can see the absolute value of the group differences of the two groups’
estimations and their significance. Since the p-value is larger than 0.05 for all hypotheses, this
suggests that there is no significant difference between the two groups. Therefore, regardless of
the development domain, the research model is confirmed.

Table 10. Multi-Group Analysis of Mission-Critical vs. non Mission-Critical development

Hypothesis Path Coeff. diff p-value

H1: Top Management commitment→ Product Owner 0.270 0.127
H2: Top Management commitment→ Scrum Master leadership 0.215 0.244
H3: Product Owner involvement→ Developers skills -0.142 0.562
H4: Scrum Master leadership → Developers skills -0.267 0.347
H5: Developers skills→ Project success -0.333 0.217
H6: Top Management commitment→ Project Success 0.379 0.126

5.5 What is most important for success: an Importance-Performance Map Analysis
This particular inquiry focuses specifically on the characteristics of project success in an Agile
transformation process. The Importance-Performance Map Analysis (IPMA) combines the analysis
of the importance and performance dimensions of the PLS-SEM investigation [103]. It allows to
identify to which the degree other constructs improve the target construct (i.e., Project Success).
Thus, it provides managerial guidance since it identifies which constructs are most important and
which ones require performance improvements.

Table 11 shows that all identified constructs have a very high performance (above 75%). This out-
come is remarkable, considering that well-consolidated models, such as the technology acceptance
model, show a constructs’ performance between 50% and 70% [100].
The importance of individual constructs (Table 12) is comparable with those of other mature

models (between 0.10 and 0.35) [100]. However, we see that developers’ skills are the most critical
construct to project success on a relative basis. This critical conclusion is de facto linked to the 2020
update of the Scrum Guide [113] and will be discussed later.
Figure 7 represents the combination of constructs’ importance and performance. The practical

meaning behind this figure is that a one-unit point increase in Developers’ skill performance
increases the performance of Project success by the value of Developers’ skill total effect on Project
success, which is 0.358 (ceteris paribus). In other words, a one-unit increase in Developers’ skills
performance from 89.3 to 90.3 would increase the performance of Project success by 0.36 points
from 85.70 to 86.01. Therefore, if management’s goal is to increase Project success, they should
prioritize strengthening Developers’ skills first since this construct has the highest importance. On
the other hand, Scrum Master and Product Owner’s constructs are less relevant to the project’s
success.
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Table 11. Constructs Performance referred to Project Success

Construct Construct Performances

Developers 89.291
Product Owner 83.549
Project Success 85.698
Scrum Master 83.411
Top Management 77.868

Table 12. Constructs Importance (Unstandardized Total Effects)

Construct Developers Product Owner Project Success Scrum Master

Developers 0.000 0.000 0.358 0.000
Product Owner 0.150 0.000 0.054 0.000
Scrum Master 0.244 0.000 0.087 0.000
Top Management 0.152 0.316 0.287 0.430

Fig. 7. Importance-Performance Map Analysis of Project Success.

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Discussion ofQualitative Findings
This study clarified the different professional roles and relations in a large-scale Agile project to
achieve a project’s success. On purpose, in the first stage of this research, the role of literature has
been neglected to avoid possible biases [123]. Consequently, we validated our findings through a
sample study. Now, we are discussing both qualitative and quantitative outcomes, contextualizing
them with the previous literature.
This paper is not the first one that investigates large-scale Agile success factors. Dikert et al.

already summarised the existing knowledge with a literature review study [22]. Therefore, to
enrich our qualitative research, we link the success factors found in our field study with those
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proposed by Dikert et al. The first difference with Dikert et al. is the interpretation of the success
factors. For Dikert et al., they are all project features, such as piloting or training, whereas ours are
much more role-specific and process-related, such as the Product Owner’s involvement. The reason
for this mismatch is that from our experience, it was the individual or collective effort of people
which led to the project’s success. Nevertheless, all success factors described by Dikert et al. are
traceable to our research experience, with only one exception: piloting. Since it is a large mission-
critical governmental agency that has to fulfill specific public administration procurement legal
requirements [111], it is almost impossible to plan a pilot Sprint. Moreover, beyond procurement
restrictions, the required infrastructure has to comply with security standards, which is also another
argument against piloting. It is also worth mentioning that we dealt with a hierarchical organization,
where acceptance is not as critical as, for instance, in a flat organization.

However, this was the only exception. All other success factors were smoothly mapped, as shown
in Table 13. Considering the Agency’s hierarchical organizational peculiarities, the top management
commitment was the most decisive driving factor. Due to the external driving factors, the Agile
transformation seemed to be the only option to cope with contingent challenges. Therefore, the
transformation was not negotiable. The top management appointed the Scrum Masters and the
Product Owner directly, and therefore the 1st-level stakeholders had a direct relationship with
2nd-level ones. The management support was visible, and proper training was provided to make
the middle management understand their new roles in the Agile transformation.
Middle management was ‘in the trenches,’ mediating between top management expectations

to deliver working software and day-to-day both social and technical development challenges.
Mindset alignment with the development teams was a bright success feature since it helped to
be goal-driven to deliver business value. Leadership skills by the Scrum Master were essential to
deal with daily difficulties. It is also worth mentioning that such difficulties were quite broad, from
server configuration issues with third-party vendors, demanding POs, missing external data sources
from the organization, or teaming issues. Similarly, Product Owners had to mediate between the
users’ desires within their departments and implementable features for the development team. For
example, if an improvementwas required, it could be asked in the next Sprint planning, renegotiating
priorities. This was a significant change in the mindset since the development process was flexible;
such flexibility was new to professionals who used to ask for requirements in a plan-driven fashion.

Project success primarily relied on both the social and technical skills of the development teams.
Indeed, when one of such skills was lacking (e.g., poor coding or communication skills), developers
got fired. Those were extreme cases but happened during the project. Therefore, developers got
proper training about the Scrum of Scrum method used and specific coding and security stan-
dards specifically related to the project during their onboarding phase. Teams were also highly
autonomous. Rarely, there was a disagreement with the PO regarding the effort estimation to
develop a feature. Likewise, the SM never opposed engineering decisions of the team, such as the
architecture.
Eventually, the communication of success after each iteration was a notable motivation factor

for the organization. This reinforced the support of the top management, which recognized it
along the chain of command. The departments had features aligned with their users’ mental model,
reinforcing the PO’s recognition and support. The leadership skills of the SM were also recognized,
increasing the commitment to the project.

6.2 Discussion ofQuantitative Findings
The post-mortem field study of a large-scale Agile transformation allowed us to understand a
successful project’s key roles and dynamics. Those insights are the grounding of our research
model. To generalize our findings and dig deeper into the research hypotheses, we performed a
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Table 13. Contextualisation of qualitative findings

Success Factor (roles) Success Factors
(features [22])

Context

Top Management
commitment

Management support,
Commitment to
Change, Choosing and
customizing the Agile
approach

The Agile transformation was non-negotiable. At the
lower management levels, it was made clear that Agile
was the new way to go. Specialized training was
organized to make professionals realize their new roles
and goals. An up-front analysis decided how to
customize the Scrum of Scrum method for the
organization. The method has been refined through
retrospectives.

Scrum Master
leadership

Leadership, Mindset,
and Alignment

Scrum Masters have been empowered in their new role
by the top management, which appointed them to
consider their domain knowledge and flexibility
towards change. They acted as gatekeepers, focusing
on Agile values.

Product Owner
involvement

Engaging people,
Mindset and
Alignment,
Requirements
management

The Product Owner had the responsibility to work on
the requirements and get back to their departments to
have them approved or refined them more accurately.
Accustom the department to Agile requirements
elicitation.

Developers’ social
skills

Choosing and
customizing the agile
approach, Mindset, and
Alignment, Team
autonomy

Teams experienced a relatively high degree of freedom
to self-organize themselves compared to past
experiences. Communication and collaboration were
two pivotal activities in the teams and were quite
disruptive when compared to Waterfall.

Developers technical
skills

Training and coaching At the end of each Sprint, working deployable code
had to be shipped. If skills were not satisfactory,
developers got fired. Thus, training and coaching were
crucial, especially during onboarding, to get
acquainted with the project’s characteristics.

Project Success Communication and
transparency

Working and delivering features which aligned with
users’ mental models Sprint after Sprint was
groundbreaking. The developed system has been
tailored for the users and not vice versa. This
acknowledgment throughout the organization made a
commitment to the project even stronger.

sample study. Collected data were analyzed through a Partial Least Squares analysis since it is a
well-suited technique to assess the predictive qualities of a model [108]. The PLS-SEM model was
evaluated using the most recent guidelines for software engineering research by Russo & Stol [110].
Our model passed all relevant statistic tests, showing the significance and relevance of the results,
as also its high predictive power. Table 14 provides a summary.

The first notable result is that there is no semantic difference between software developers’ tech-
nical and social skills. From the Heterotrait-Monotrait ratio of correlations analysis, we concluded
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that those constructs are the same and have been accordingly merged. It is the most remarkable
difference between the original research model and the final one.

Apart from that, all our hypotheses found empirical support. In particular, the role of top manage-
ment appears to be highly valuable. There is a close relationship between the 1st-level stakeholders
and the 2nd-level ones with moderate to high effect sizes for H1 and H2. Moreover, both path coef-
ficients and their p-values are highly significant. One explanation might be that middle managers
are the gatekeepers between the top management directions and the implementation efforts. Their
sense of belonging to the organization is also crucial, and in organizational transformation periods,
they may also act as changing actors [69].
Similarly, top management commitment to project success (H1) is of utter importance and a

well-known success factor in management literature [91, 137]. This success factor is also well
known in software engineering, where the top management has an important role in the case of,
e.g., continuous development [70]. Our sample study reports a medium-large effect size with a
considerable path coefficient and statistical significance.

The relations between the 2nd-level stakeholders and the implementation layer (H3 and H4) are
also significant with stable path coefficients but with low-medium effect sizes. One of the reasons
that might explain this outcome is the high degree of Agile teams’ autonomy [61, 76, 125]. Although
the interaction with the PO and SM is still relevant, tasks are not micromanaged. Accordingly,
development teams benefit from a high degree of self-coordination, leading to low direct effects
from the middle management to their daily tasks.

Finally, developers’ skills do remarkably contribute to project success. The large R2 suggests that
both developers’ skills and top management commitment lead to project success. When looking at
the effect sizes, however, developers contribute less than the top management. The explanation of
this outcome might be managerial rather than technical. Developers are still in the implementation
layer. They do not decide the direction of the project. Alike, they do not even make decisions about
the project’s features, which are decided at a higher level in the organization, namely by the PO.
We know that developers’ skills are only one of several reasons for a software project failure [63].
Lacking management skills are considered to be an essential contributor to projects failure [28].
Therefore, project success does not solely rely on developers’ skills but also on the organizational
setting; and the responsible figure for creating such a setting is the top management.

Regarding the generalization of our research model to non-mission-critical domains, we conclude
that it is non-domain specific. Through a Multi-Group Analysis, we did not find any significant
difference among groups in our sample.
Our last relevant finding is related to the identification of the most important constructs for

Project success. The Importance-Performance Map Analysis (IPMA) suggested that developers’
skills are the most relevant construct to improve an Agile project’s success. At the same moment,
the Scrum Master and Product Owner roles are of relatively smaller importance. This supports
the new direction of the Scrum Guide 2020 [113]. With the 2020 edition, the Scrum Guide became
less prescriptive, providing more room for developers’ action. Similarly, there is less focus on the
“roles” of Scrum Master and Product Owner. Instead, those two roles are perceived now much more
like gateways for the project. There is much more freedom and emphasis on the new Guide on the
development side. As a consequence, middle management has been downsized. This investigation
provides empirical grounding for this choice. Certainly, the Scrum professional community has
extensive practical experience regarding Agile projects’ management; however, the Guide’s update
was not performed following a scholarly investigation. In this perspective, this article is also a
primary contribution to the practitioner’s community by backing up the experience-based update
of the most used Agile framework [132].
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Table 14. Summary of findings and implications

Hypothesis Findings Implications

H1: Top Management
commitment→
Product Owner
involvement

Supported. The relationship between
the top management and the middle
management is fairly strong, with a
noteworthy path coefficient (0.46) and
a moderate effect size (0.26).

POs need to be supported by the top
management. They do represent the
end customer, and their effort deserves
recognition and attention from the
organization.

H2: Top Management
commitment→ Scrum
Master leadership

Supported. This relationship is even
stronger than H1 with a path
coefficient of 0.63 with a large effect
size (0.67).

SM are ‘in the trenches with
developers mediating the
organization’s needs, and the team
capabilities to deliver working
software. It is a sensitive activity that
deserves explicit recognition by the top
management as PO.

H3: Product Owner
involvement→
Developers skills

Supported. The relations between the
2nd-level and 3rd-level stakeholders
are still significant (with a considerable
path coefficient of 0.29) but with a
small effect size (0.06).

The close interaction between the PO
and the development team is highly
relevant for the project’s success.
Developers can best use their skills to
have a precise idea about the required
features and their priority.

H4: Scrum Master
leadership→

Developers skills

Supported. We report a substantial
path coefficient (0.34) with a medium
effect size (0.15).

The leadership role of the SM
gatekeeper is also crucial for the
success model. Developers need to be
focused on their tasks, whereas SM
provide a productive working
environment.

H5: Developers skills
→ Project success

Supported. Developers’ skills are
crucial for project success (as a
considerable path coefficient of 0.30
shows); however, we report only a
medium effect size for this relation
(0.12). The IPMA shows that
developers are the most important
element to improve Project success.

The failure or success of a software
project highly relies on both the social
and technical skills of the development
team. This is a crucial consideration for
hiring and setting up training
programs. Managers aiming to lead the
project to succeed should prioritize
strengthening developers’ skills.

H6: Top Management
commitment → Project
Success

Supported. The top management’s
commitment is highly significant for
project success (with a solid path
coefficient of 0.43) with a
medium-large effect size (0.25).

Project success mostly depends on the
top management commitment. TM
should be welcome the fact that they
will losing some degree of control over
the development after the
transformation. As relatively high
effect sizes suggest, teams’ skills are
not enough to drive success without
the organization’s support.

6.3 Synthesis ofQualitative andQuantitative Findings
Large-scale Agile transformations are a challenging task, where project success can be reached if all
relevant stakeholders are aware of their tasks and work in the same direction. In our paper, we were
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primarily concerned with explaining stakeholders’ roles in a large-scale Agile transformation and
linking them to project success. We were interested to understand the dynamics between different
professionals’ roles and their contribution to a project’s success.
The result is an Agile Success Model in which the roles of the stakeholders are clarified. Fur-

thermore, the Agile Success Model explains the dynamics and weights between stakeholders and
project success in detail. As a result, practitioners planning an Agile transformation may plan
using this model, which provides a deep understating into such a process. Examples of actionable
knowledge might be the characteristics of software developers. Superior technical and team skills
are needed for Agile projects; making hiring decisions relying only on technical interviews might
miss important social dynamics, causing future problems. Likewise, it will not be sufficient to settle
for an extraordinary development team and committed middle managers if the top management
support is lacking. Our analysis clearly shows that providing an adequate organizational setting is
even more critical for project success than just hiring socio-technically skilled developers. Moreover,
over-killing an Agile project with excessive emphasis on middle management might be troublesome
for project success. We showed how the role of the developers is the most critical element for
success. Similar conclusions have been reached by the updated Scrum Guide [113].

Although we primarily focused on the success factors, we can also identify relevant limitations
to such a transformation process. In particular, any intentional (or unintentional) action against one
of the six identified hypnoses would be problematic for a successful Agile project. In other words,
the PLS-SEM model provides us not only the significant patterns but also the anti-patterns of a
successful Agile transformation. However, our field study suggests that the sense of empowerment
provided by the topmanagement to the mid-management layer was a crucial success enabler. Middle
managers had moral and material support to carry out their tasks. In a more traditional and less
supportive environment, middle managers would have adopted a more self-conservatory approach
with job security as a primary goal. As one Scrum Master reported, after the Agile transformation
we no more believe in the way of thinking that “nobody gets fired for buying IBM". This insight
about top management’s supporting role triangulates well also with our statistical analyses of the
sample study. Notably, the effect size of H6 (Top Management commitment→ Project Success) is
medium-large (0.25). Similarly, the IPMA suggests that Top Management commitment performance
related to Project Success is above 75% and its importance is just after Developers’ skills (0.29).
As a final remark, we would like to add that no conclusions have been made regarding the

precision of measurements, which is a typical research goal of a contrived setting, such as a
laboratory experiment [121]. The SEM model reported only the significance and the effect sizes
of the different hypothesized relations. It was not our research’s goal to provide a mechanistic
model (such as COCOMO), where starting from some input data, a quantitative assessment can
be determined [108]. Instead, we were looking to develop and validate a research model of the
investigated phenomenon.

6.4 Threats to Validity
The limitations are discussed in consideration of the use of both qualitative and quantitative validity
paradigms, as recommended by previous studies [105]. Therefore, we start to discuss credibility,
transferability, dependability, and confirmability for the qualitative inquiry [44].

Credibility. We identified success factors and relations through a rigorous research design in a
significant post-mortem field study within an Italian governmental agency. The project lasted from
2014 to 2016, with over 40 practitioners and six teams, and deployed mission-critical software that
is in use today.

Transferability. We analyzed our field study through a Grounded Theory approach following
the GioiaMethodology until theoretical saturationwas reached.Moreover, we triangulate qualitative
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data with available documentation and follow-up interviews and questions. The use of different
research methods to answer one research question is considered a valuable practice to improve
transferability [20]. However, this study focuses on an Agile Success Model, so we can not make
any assumptions for non-Agile projects. Moreover, the external drivers played a pivotal role and
shaped our Agile Success Model. Whereas ED1 and ED2 may be familiar to most recent large-scale
Agile transformation projects, we have to say that the depicted model may not work in contexts
where time, velocity, security, and cost constraints are not a concern. Although we explicitly refer
to mission-critical systems, non-critical ones could also benefit from the proposed model since they
face fewer constraints. Thus, we can consider the mission-critical domain as a specific case. Finally,
although the reported experience is highly relevant, it is a single-industry and single-organization
study.

Dependability. The research process is consistent and reasonably stable over time. Although
only one scholar has performed this investigation, this research lasts several years, where continuous
feedback with the project stakeholders and peers helped to understand the work environment,
limiting interpretation biases. After the project was finished, we spent about two years reflecting
on the qualitative findings, improving our detached interpretation of the subject matter, and getting
feedback from the key informants whenever needed.

Confirmability. We used an iterative investigation approach, which led to a continuous check
of our coding and observations. The Gioia methodology helped us develop a credible data structure,
while data triangulation and observations provided the studied phenomena’ explication. Mixing
concurrent inductive methods provided a more productive and more accurate understanding of
the subject matter [20]. Our findings’ triangulation reinforced the rigorous interpretation of our
findings by the newest Grounded Theory recommendations [36].
Besides, we discuss statistical conclusion, internal, construct, and external validity to evaluate

the quantitative investigation [135].
Internal. To validate our research model, we used a cluster-randomized probability sampling

strategy [42]. So, we did not select the whole world population due to feasibility concerns but only
a cluster of it (i.e., the Prolific community). We acknowledge that compared to random sampling,
cluster-sampling is less precise, but it is much more cost-effective compared to other sampling
techniques. Following Baltes and Ralph’s call, which reported that less than 10% of the studies
in software engineering published in top venues use probability sampling [6], we designed our
study accordingly. Moreover, data quality was enhanced by a multi-stage process where, from
the initial 2,897 potential candidates we identified throughout the multi-stage process, only 190
carefully selected professionals for this research (about 6.6% of the initial candidates). However, we
acknowledge that our sample is not representative of the software engineering population using
Agile methods since almost all of our informants are from the US or Europe.

External. Our findings’ generalization has been the primary concern of the PLS-SEM analysis
since sample studies are best tailored for theory generalization [121]. We collected 190 responses,
which were a more than adequate size, considering the a priori power study we performed before
our data collection. Moreover, we performed a Multi-Group Analysis between professionals who
developmission-critical and non-mission-critical systems to assess whenever there is any significant
difference between the two populations. Since no significance has been reported, we concluded
that the Agile Success Model is not domain-specific and, thus, generalizable.

Construct. Constructs have been measured through a single-informant approach, representing
a software engineer’s perspective. Besides, we only used self-reported measures, asking our infor-
mants to state their level of agreement on literature-derived indicators. Also, questions might not
have answered accurately. Thus, to address those limitations, we added three random attention
checks, in which eleven candidates failed. Moreover, we adapted our measurement instrument
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from pre-existing ones. As a result, only three indicators out of 28 have been discarded from the
model due to their poor loadings. Finally, the questionnaire was randomized and tested for clarity
and consistency to deal with potential accuracy biases.

Statistical conclusion. The survey results have been computed through Partial Least Squares –
Structural Equation Modelling using a well-known statistical application SmartPLS (3.2.9), which
has been used in over 1,000 peer-reviewed articles [104]. All statistical procedures and tests used
for the PLS-SEM analysis follow the most updated guidelines in our field [110].

7 CONCLUSIONS
Leading a large-scale Agile transformation to success enables large-scale productivity gains, de-
creases time-to-market, and increases product quality. The literature already focused on identifying
success factors; hence, the dynamics among key stakeholders, which leads to project success, was
still unclear. Although there are some case studies contributions, the generalization of such findings
have never been performed so far. Our investigation had a twofold scope, better understand the
influence of individual actors of large-scale Agile projects by proposing a theory and generalize the
theoretical research model.
Thus, this study used a Mixed-Methods research approach, where we first performed a post-

mortem field study of a large-scale Agile transformation process at a notable Italian mission-
critical organization. Through the inductive approach, success factors and their relations have
been identified. The Gioia methodology, an evolution of Strauss & Corbin’s Grounded Theory
to enhance qualitative rigor, was a valuable tool to identify categories, while field observations
provided a deep understanding of the organization’s dynamics. Afterward, we run a sample study
of 200 software engineers who worked on a large-scale Agile process. To ensure data quality,
we performed a rigorous multi-stage screening process, wherefrom almost 3,000 candidates, we
were able to identify our informants. Data were afterward analyzed using Partial Least Squares -
Structural Equation Modeling. Moreover, we also performed a Multi-Group Analysis to broaden
the generalization claims of our research model. Additionally, an Importance-Performance Map
Analysis (IPMA) highlighted the crucial role of developers’ skills for an Agile project’s success.
The main result is an Agile Success Model, useful for software managers to set up and effectively
manage the large-scale Agile transformation of their organization.
The Agile Success Model provides a general theory that explains the relations between the

main stakeholders involved in an Agile project. However, more fine-grained theories are needed
to understand the internal dynamics of the different stakeholders. Thus, we suggest potential
future directions. Since the role of developers is one the most crucial aspects to lead to a software
project’s success, more research into Agile teams dynamics is needed. Similarly, identifying the
best strategies to have top management constantly committed is another future challenge. Also,
both our field study and sample study focused on large-scale Agile projects. A similar sample study
selecting professionals who work on smaller-sized projects might provide new insights into the
Agile Success Model. It would also be insightful to compare our sample with similar ones. Thus, we
release all our quantitative research data openly for future replications.

ONLINE SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
The sample study’s replication package is openly available under a CC-BY 4.0 license at the following
DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.4739364.
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A APPENDIX

Fig. 8. Sample size estimation based on statistical power of 95%.
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Fig. 9. New research model.
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Table 15. Items description. Those prefixed with (*) were dropped because of their insufficient loading onto
their latent variable

Construct Item ID Questions Reference

Top Management
commitment

TMC_1 The top management of my organization is committed to supporting
my team’s efforts in developing the Scrum-based software.

[64]

TMC_2 The top management of my organization does recognize my team’s
efforts in developing the Scrum-based software.

[64]

TMC_3 The top management of my organization demonstrates commitment
and action with respect to our Agile software development policy,
guidelines, and activities.

[59]

TMC_4 The top management of my organization periodically reviews the
effectiveness of Agile software development to the whole company.

[59]

TMC_5 There is a general understanding at the top levels of management
about how the Scrum developed software is applied to the business.

[59]

Product Owner
involvement

POI_1 (*) The Product Owner generally co-design and co-produce our
software.

[5]

POI_2 The Product Owner directly interacts with my team during the
development at all times.

[5]

POI_3 We always gather the Product Owner’s insights through virtual or
face-to-face meetings.

[5]

POI_4 We always encourage our Product Owner to help us in the
development of the software.

[5]

Scrum Master SML_1 The Scrum Master cames up with inventive ideas. [57]
leadership SML_2 The Scrum Master encourages participative decision making. [57]

SML_3 The Scrum Master made my role very clear. [57]
SML_4 The Scrum Master ensured that I met long-term stated goals. [57]
SML_5 The Scrum Master clarified my priorities and directions. [57]
SML_6 The Scrum Master anticipated workflow problems and avoided a crisis. [57]
SML_7 The Scrum Master brought a sense of order into my work. [57]
SML_8 (*) The Scrum Master showed empathy and concern in dealing with

me.
[57]

SML_9 The Scrum Master anticipated workflow problems and avoided a crisis. [57]

Developers social
skills

DSS_1 (*) My team coordinates activities or tasks to make things run
smoothly.

[128]

DSS_2 The members of my team help out each other out when needed. [128]
DSS_3 I feel that my team can meet any challenge we face. [128]
DSS_4 When much work needs to be done quickly, we work together as a

team to get the job done.
[133]

Developers
technical skills

DTS_1 My team has excellent technical knowledge; it is one of the best
technical groups my organization could have.

[101]

DTS_2 My team members have extensive experience in software development. [101]
DTS_3 My team has the ability to learn and apply new technologies as they

become available quickly.
[101]

DTS_4 My team has the skills and knowledge to manage software
development projects.

[101]

Project success PS_1 In light of new business requirements that arose during project
execution, the project delivers all desirable features and functionality.

[129]

PS_2 In light of new business requirements that arose during project
execution, the Scrum-developed software meets key project objectives
and business needs.

[129]

PS_3 In light of new business requirements that arose during project
execution, the Scrum-developed software overall is very successful.

[129]
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Table 16. Population divided per gender

Frequency Percent

Man 159 83.7
Women 31 16.3
Total 190 100.0

Table 17. Country of origin

Frequency Percent

United Kingdom 53 27.9
USA 48 25.3
Portugal 17 8.9
Canada 11 5.8
Poland 7 3.7
Mexico 6 3.2
Australia 4 2.1
France 4 2.1
Germany 4 2.1
Ireland 3 1.6
Italy 5 2.6
India 3 1.6
Spain 2 1.1
Other 23 12.1
Total 190 100.0

Table 18. Seniority

Frequency Percent

Trainee 7 3.7
Junior 45 23.7
Middle 76 40.0
Senior 62 32.6
Total 190 100.0

Table 19. Years in software development

Frequency Percent

Less than 1 year 8 4.2
1-2 years 31 16.3
3-5 years 51 26.8
6-10 years 40 21.1
11-20 years 41 21.6
More than 21 years 19 10.0
Total 190 100.0
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Table 20. Completed large-scale Agile projects

Frequency Percent

More than 21 20 10.5
Between 11 and 20 34 17.9
Between 4 and 10 78 41.1
Between 1 and 3 50 26.3
Less than 1 8 4.2
Total 190 100.0

Table 21. Job role

Frequency Percent

Software Developer / Programmer 113 59.5
Team Lead 13 6.8
Architect 9 4.7
DevOps Engineer / Infrastructure
Developer / etc.

6 3.2

CIO / CEO / CTO 3 1.6
Technical support 6 3.2
UX / UI Designer 4 2.1
Data analyst / Data engineer/ Data
scientist

9 4.7

Product Manager 8 4.2
Systems analyst 6 3.2
Tester / QA Engineer 9 4.7
Other 4 2.1
Total 190 100.0
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Table 22. Industry working for

Frequency Percent

Technology 80 42.1
Financial Services 20 10.5
Professional Services 9 4.7
Insurance 5 2.6
Government 6 3.2
Healthcare and Pharmaceuticals 11 5.8
Industrial/Manufacturing 7 3.7
Telecommunications 9 4.7
Energy 4 2.1
Education 7 3.7
Retail 6 3.2
Transportation 6 3.2
Media/Entertainment 8 4.2
Non-profit 2 1.1
Defence 2 1.1
Other 8 4.2
Total 190 100.0

Table 23. Type of development

Frequency Percent

Product development 62 32.6
In-house development 51 26.8
Custom-tailored software / websites /
applications

41 21.6

Customer services development
(websites, mobile apps, etc.)

18 9.5

Internal deployment and maintenance
of third-party tools

9 4.7

Outsourcing 5 2.6
Open source projects 3 1.6
Other 1 .5
Total 190 100.0

Table 24. Mission-Critical development

Frequency Percent

Yes 93 48.9%
No 44 23.2%
Not sure 53 27.9%
Total 190 100.0%
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